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About Mi-Sul 

Mi-Sul means art in Hangul, 미술. The pronunciation of this word has left a huge 

impression on me, which was then inspired me to name it after the website. The reason 

behind establishing “Mi-Sul” is to create a place to talk about some of my perceptions 

and ideas on art. Certainly, art can be perceived in many ways, but to put my perception 

out in words was a thoughtful decision to create this website. Some of the topics of 

writings include reviews on exhibitions, art books & articles, art news that blew up the 

world, art movements, artists, and still growing. Although I know that my reviews are 

just a part of this art world, I still needed a place to catalogue my views and my thoughts 

to look back on. This is also an open space that welcomes discussions and new ideas 

which will never forget to credit your name.  



Message from the Curator 

Aishwarya Kulkarni 

We all come across that one moment that led us to achieve unbelievable things in life that we 

never saw coming, may it be personal or professional. That moment for me was this website. 

As you all know how much I have been longing to grab an opportunity to work in a 

museum/gallery. Establishing this website was my best decision which has allowed me to gain 

various experiences in advanced manner. I am learning to achieve many goals and tasks single-

handedly with a fixed deadline to which I am always dedicated to efficiently work for. That is 

my “one” – mono.  

All that I am focusing at the moment is to provide an excellent visual experience of online 

exhibitions with required elements and sources. What I have learnt from these experiences in 

the past six months is that; waiting for opportunities to come to you is one thing, but making 

one for yourself and make the magic happen for me is the art of waiting. There is a fine 

difference here, sometimes we wait after we think we have done enough for something we 

want, but to act on what you are waiting for will simply make your dreams fall into your 

alignment with time. It is always about the right timing, we never know when will ours be, but 

we still wait for it. This is something I have believed and experienced so far.  

My message to you is that; “if you are reading this, this is your sign to act on what you want in 

life, may it be small or big, it will make a difference.” 



“mono” 

“mono” is an online exhibition featuring twenty-one artists from around the world sharing with 

us that “one” work of art, that changed their lives, inspired them to become who they are today, 

that holds a special place in their hearts. A work of art they can never forget. These incredible 

works of art by these wonderful artists will take you through their journey of art by telling you 

an individualistic stories behind each work. I think I have said enough now. Since “mono” here 

represents single/one, I will wrap up this exhibition description in one paragraph as what comes 

next is a whole book of beautiful and inspirational stories.  

 

Description of the Illustrations 

Every drawing or painting starts with a dot that forms into a line, line that moves into curves 

and hatches to finally producing a completed painting. The illustrations that you are seeing 

from the front cover to the end of this book stands the beginning journey of a work i.e. this 

catalogue and the exhibition, the artists and their works are the life and colour, and your views 

as a viewer that will complete this catalogue and the exhibition.  
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Billie Mae is a freelance artist from New York City, where she was raised around with lots of educational 

support and types of art. She often spent a lot of time visiting museums and galleries and was 

encouraged to create her own works of art. Billie’s grandfather always ensured that she received decent 

art history education with deep understanding of art movements, concepts, eras and influential figures 

by accompanying her to different types of museums since her childhood which has brought Billie to 

where she is today, who now carries a dream to curate her own gallery one day.  

Billie likes to portray surrealism and entertain abstract ideas and forms with adding a layer of irony or 

humour, which can be seen in both of her collages and illustrations. Some of these elements and forms 

contain human body/anatomy, teeth, eyes, religious symbols and many more.  

BILLIE
MAEBILLIE MAE



“The Belch”  5×7 inches, Pen and Ink on Paper, 2017 ©Billie 

Billie chose “The Belch” as her “mono”. She shares “I was 18, and it is still hard for me to look back at this 

time as I was going through a psychotic episode in my life where all I knew was “hurt”. It was the time 

during my pre-medication, before I was properly diagnosed as an autistic and at the early stage of 

alcoholism. I sometimes wish I knew who I was, but a part of me is scared to look too deep into it; that 

stage of my life is long gone and I don’t think I would benefit from knowing the exact circumstances. It’s 

too hard, not to wonder, however, it is what people say; “curiosity killed the cat”. 

“On the lighter note, I submitted this very work to my local community college student’s gallery without 

thinking much about getting acknowledged. But I was surprised to receive some wonderful feedbacks 

and appraisals from fellow artists, securing a display spot at the very front of the gallery.  Thinking back 

to that day, I don’t think I’d ever submit a work which is this personal and heavy to a gallery where my 

friends, peers and professors dwelled. But, I am glad I decided to show off my talents, which has a 

stronger meaning and holds a lot more emotions when it was first created in the fall of 2017. I often find 

myself looking at this piece, sometimes misty-eyed, and mostly grateful for how far I have come. I am 

now eight-months sober, I also have tools that help me work through most mental strife and control my 

reactions to various distressing situations in a healthy manner.” 

THE BELCH



Lidia Mikhaylova was born and raised in Russia and Siberia where she spent most of her life working in 

a corporate world as a lawyer. After carrying this successful career in Moscow for fifteen years, Lidia 

decided to move to Riga, Latvia in search of new ways to fulfil her dreams, which is when she was 

introduced and mesmerised with colours surrounding her making her fall in love with painting. Creating 

wonderful works of art is her main occupation and passion presently. After pursuing educational and 

professional knowledge on art, Lidia finds many ways today to expand her skills by taking private lessons 

and master classes all over the world.  

She enjoys expressing the world around her through her paintings by portraying everyday reality on 

canvas using colours and forms. The sole purpose that Lidia holds is to create works of art to inspire 

viewers see and appreciate hidden beauty in things around us and not just to easily sell.  

LIDIA 
MIKHAYLOVALIDIA MIKHALYLOVA



DANDELIONS
“Dandelions”  40×30 cm, Oil on Canvas, 2017 ©Lidia 

Lidia chose “Dandelions” as her “mono”. “The metaphor for human life is that of a Dandelion. They bloom, 

ripe, lose their seeds which the winds of time then carry them away to a far distant place. And, no matter 

how hard life is on them, they still find beautiful ways to survive”, outlines Lidia a beautiful meaning that 

holds the painting strong.  

“Dandelions” was painted in 2017, with a photograph reference captured by her friend who was practicing 

the art of photography. Lidia shares, “As a person of Siberian roots, I immediately fell in love with this 

photograph, and instantly the concept of metaphor thought was born inside me. At that time, I was 

dealing with difficulties in my life, and painting dandelions captured my energies in the process which 

helped my mental health resulting in emotional healing. Later, when my family and friends viewed the 

completed work, they highlighted its individuality and the special energy that emanated from the 

painting and nourished every individual who came into contact with it. The painting travelled to several 

exhibitions and was highly praised. A year ago, it found a new home, but even today this painting remains 

very significant and unique (“mono”) for me.” 



Seth Guy lives and works in the London, UK. He appropriates, configures, juxtapose materials to create 

playful performative works which explore the discourse between ear and eye. Influenced by his interests 

in experimental fiction, art, and music, he is interested in the intersections of shared language, memory, 

and imagination in which the acts of listening and visualising are investigated. Often collaborating and 

devising projects of a participatory and experiential nature, he makes both sonic and visual art; work 

which is often humorous, and occasionally disquieting. 

SETH
GUYSETH GUY
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RECYCLES
Seth chose “Recycles” as his “mono”. He shares, “the Recycles follow from ideas explored in my previous 

major drawing work “Time Spent Listening” (2006-8), and are a continuation of my desire to visually 

capture and represent fleeting utterances of sound, this time focussing on noise within our chaotic built 

environments. Transferring similar techniques from recording and playing with sound directly, such as 

improvisation, sampling, chance operations etc., these cyclic drawings of monotone geometric structures 

contain, conflict and optically interact with fragments of collage plundered from previous works. Both 

horizontally and vertically cyclic, meaning that the position of the rows and columns may be altered, the 

Recycles can therefore be displayed in a multitude of variations.” 

“When the Recycles were created it was a particularly difficult period in my life. A lot had changed just 

prior to this following the termination of two highly productive and exciting collaborations which had 

occupied a lot of my time and inspired a great deal of creative energy. My future in many ways seemed 

very uncertain. I felt very isolated and frustrated, and I spent a lot of time walking and thinking. I explored 

London on foot - most weeks I walked about 30 miles. And while I walked I listened, and I committed 

sights, sounds and forms to memory. It was also a period of great reflection; looking back at what things 

had interested me while involved in these collaborations, such as improvisation and performing, I then 

began to experiment with how I might develop a body of solo work that explored these ideas, making a 

collaborator or participant of the audience. From doing so I returned to abstract drawing once again, 

but this time with the addition of collage which remains my most consistent medium. It is therefore 'the 

one' for me, in this time and in these ideas, this work gave me a way to move forward where it had 

initially seemed at an end, but it also signifies the point in my life where I regained confidence as a solo 

artist, in experimenting alone, in just being one.” 

1.1 - 4.4

“Recycles 1.1 – 4.4”  168×120 cm, Ink and Collage on Paper, 2009-11 ©Seth 



Emily is an artist based in Taiwan. She works with acrylic and watercolour medium. Emily fell in love with creating 

art at an early age which never stopped. For her, art is about falling in love with something, it’s about feelings 

that conjure inside you. Her works are inspired by nature’s beauty. She enjoys using rich and vivid colours by 

pilin up different shapes of hue blocks transforming realistic world into a bright and splendid world of her own. 

By utilizing the bright and saturated colours, she arranges the irregular shapes and various chroma of color 

blocks alternatively, and simplify the details of the scenery. She enhances to display the spatial extensity, rhythm 

and the impressionism with colours and hopes to construct new imagery and resonance visually. Most of her 

works are display natural landscapes, such as sunsets, mountains and rivers, reflections of water, places she has 

travelled and places she wants to go. In addition, she loves the themes of positive, optimistic and joyful. She 

wishes people to look at her artworks and feel the same emotions that she does- peaceful, happiness, joy and 

always believing in something good. 

EMILY
SHIHEMILY SHIH



SUNSET
AFTERGLOW

“Sunset Afterglow”  57.5×65 cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 2013 ©Emily 

Emily chose “Sunset Afterglow” as her “mono”. She shares, “This painting depicts Taipei City under the 

setting sun. The beautiful colourful clouds covered in the sky. It is evening, the city's neon lights and 

colourful sunset interweave a beautiful scene, which is intoxicating! As the sun descends below the 

horizon, creating romantic shades of red and orange across the sky, the world has a chance to breathe 

in and rejuvenate. While sunsets are a literal end to a day, they've also become symbols of peace, 

harmony, and the promise of renewal. Sunsets are a great reminder to rest and reset our hearts and 

minds at the end of each and every day. Sunsets are proof that no matter what happens, every day can 

end beautifully.” 



Olena is an Ukrainian artist who has been working since past five years in Tbilisi, Georgia. Olena was taught as 

a costume designer and make-up artist in the entertainment industry. Her style of work drastically changed 

while living in Tbilisi, from picturesque portraits to free and conceptual abstract, from oil and watercolour to 

mixed media. She has skilfully expanded her practice to watercolour, acrylic, ink, and many more that can be 

implemented on a hard paper. She also experiments and creates works of art in digital graphic designs and 

illustrations with enhanced style of work. 

OLENA
SPIRIKOLENA SPIRIK



Olena chose “Motherland” as her “mono”. She shares, “I started to feel people in different way. Not 

through their appearances, but through their inner dynamics, their movements, colors that they create 

around them. And I began to explore their worlds through meditation and travel. Suddenly they started 

pouring onto canvases, creating beautiful works of art. But this work is very special for me, as it is about 

my feeling of home, which I have been searching for so many years. About a sense of roots and 

reflections on belonging to a particular nation. 

How valuable and meaningful it is in our time? How the situation in the world has influenced my 

understanding of the word "Motherland"? I want everyone looking to ask a question: Do you have roots? 

And what do they mean to you?” 

MOTHERLAND
“Motherland”  Triptych 40/50, Mixed Media on Hard Paper, 2021 ©Olena 



TESSA
TEIXEIRATESSA TEIXEIRA

Tessa Teixeira was born in South Africa. She completed her Bachelor’s in Primary Education, majoring in 

Art in 1991 at the University of the Witwatersrand where her self-portrait was collected by the Department 

of Art. In her twenties and thirties, she was extensively involved in projects addressing access for housing 

in lower Income sectors, she started a NGO and raised the money to build two primary schools for 

children who were receiving tuition under trees, and worked for The Mineworkers Development Agency, 

the development wing of The National Union of Mineworkers, addressing rural development, economic 

needs in South Africa. She has throughout her working career, responded to issues and challenges of 

inequality and social justice.  

In 2006 she started actively focusing on her Art – practice and embarked on various short Art 

development programmes in Art Institutions in San Francisco in the USA and in London in 2010 and 2011. 

She returned to Johannesburg at the end of 2011 and has been developing her practice focusing on 

Existential Philosophical ideas which has been influenced her interests. 
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LIFELINE 2
“Lifeline 2”  50×39 cm, Lithograph on Fabriano Paper, 2017 ©Tessa 

Tessa chose “Lifeline 2” as her “mono”. She notes, “My art practice has always been focused around 

‘consciousness’ and what it means to be a ‘sentient’ being from a philosophical point of view, exploring 

ideas and thoughts around ‘the self-identity’, ‘ life and death’ by addressing ‘collective consciousness’ 

and, focusing on climate changes and their effects. “Lifeline” is the one work that speaks to me directly, 

why? It develops a visual memory and voice of the Anthropocene age, where humans are dominating 

and destroying natural resources at an accelerated pace, leading to no longer balance and harmony 

among all the living beings on our planet.” 

“This work was created from my personal emotional reflection and responses to water shortages that we 

were experiencing in the Southern African region because of extended drought, where at the same time 

the media images that I was exposed to on how hundreds of Syrian refugees were landing on 

Mediterranean beaches while trying to escape to a safer place during the Syrian civil war in 2015. ‘Lifeline’ 

a Photo Lithography Edition, responded directly to these events and my thoughts that linked to our own 

local access too water challenges, and after I saw an image of a child lying on a beach that didn’t make 

the journey, trying to get to safety on an overcrowded, rubber dingy.” 



Nguyen Duc Hung was born and raised in Thanh Hao City, Vietnam, presently living in Hanoi, Vietnam. 

He graduated from the University of Fine Arts and Vietnam University of Fine Arts. He is currently a 

lecturer in Fine Arts at the Hanoi University of Architecture, Vietnam. The folk carving and traditional 

decorations from the Vietnamese culture captivated him when he was able to see the expression of ideas, 

feelings and aesthetics of community and nation. To treasure ancient Vietnamese art, he uses decorative 

motifs with many meanings and symbols to integrate images of modern life into his works of art. The 

compositions of elements and forms represents the real and virtual worlds, from the past and present. 

He often attempts to portray a description of emotional vibrations, thoughts on environment and the 

mystery of the spiritual world. The mediums he uses include, pen and ink, surfaces like paper and wood 

with meticulous drawing techniques by creating rough lines resulting in light and dark shades.   

NGUYEN
DUC

HUNGNGUYEN DUC HUNG



Eyes”  120×84 cm, Ink on Paper, 2013 ©Nguyen  

Nguyen chose “Eye” as his “mono”. He shares, “About ten years ago, I researched and experimented with 

many materials and approached the world of contemporary art. I became a part of many exhibitions with 

a desire to learn and assert myself, where I wanted my work to be unique. But all of that failed because 

I realised everything I drew, it was not me, it did not reflect me as a person or capture my personality.” 

“The work “Eye” is a step forward into  my creative career. I have seen life around war, economy, 

technology, glory and the epidemic that is happening at the moment. I see that everyone is pursuing 

materialistic values and desires. During this time of the year, I was in a difficult phase of my life, I wanted 

to find a value for the world in my soul. I wanted to free myself from always thinking about finding the 

balance in life and ecological environment. There are always two opposites in my mind, the two latent 

states of reality and fiction, the existence of my outlook on life and the worldview of my life. From those 

concerns, I also found a direction in art, using art to reflect my thoughts and views, finding ways to create 

iconic and aesthetic images with a desire that viewers feel the message through my works.” 

EY
ES



Claudia Pollack was born in the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), a country that does not exist 

anymore. Through political and personal crises and years of not knowing what and how, her path has 

been a circuitous one. Claudia has moved between desire and mind, ultimately discovering her own inner 

strength. Throughout her journey of art, her life has been affected by many teachers, showing her the 

way back to her childish heart. She found it in the sun on the highest mountain top, well aware of the 

valleys at its feet. Claudia’s art is meant to uplift and portray strength despite the mess that is in the 

outside world. Her senses are heightened to every kind of beauty. As an artist and a human being, she 

searches for the positive answers to life’s questions. Claudia notes, “My sense of beauty oscillates 

between richness, minimalism, figurative art and abstraction. I am a painter who stretches into drawing, 

playing and collecting new insights to apply later into her paintings. Inspiration comes in the blink of an 

eye, an inner impression I try to capture in a quick sketch to hold the sensation. I don't think about my 

art, I feel it. Symbols feature heavily in my work, they come to me when my subconscious mind speaks. 

Nature offers spiritual inspiration. I like to observe and include it in fragments. For my mixed-media works 

I use yarns, pearls, fabrics, golden paper, wood and more to create layers that can be experienced and 

increase the richness of each piece. Portraiture subjects include mostly of women communicating feelings 

and meanings, building a direct connection with the observer.” 

CLAUDIA
POLLACKCLAUDIA POLLACK



SHADOWS
Claudia chose “Shadows” as her “mono”. She shares, “This painting marks a turning point in my 

development as an artist. I started working on it in 2017 when I was pregnant with my second child, who 

is now almost 4 and my first child is almost 17. So being pregnant again after such a long time, with a 

new partner was an adventure. I got half through with this painting until I gave birth to my son. The 

painting is called "Shadows" or "Swimming With Crocodiles" and the subject is all about parts of myself 

I did not know back then and with a question, if I want to swim with (accept) them? During the first 

intense time with our new born, my answer to this question developed inside of me. There were a lot of 

struggles with me and how I want relationships to be like, what I really want and to accept this. When I 

finally had more time to paint again in 2019, I found pleasure in new abstract forms and with that, a new 

kind of inspiration too. I also finished this painting quite quickly with a new clarity. This painting is like 

the edge between my old works and my new works. The woman in this painting now wants to swim with 

and through the crocodiles and the crocodiles themselves aren’t that scary anymore. Yes, they have 

sharp teeth, but that's how crocodiles are meant to be.” 

“Shadows” or “Swimming with Crocodiles” 85×60 cm, Acrylic on MDF, 2019 ©Claudia 



Farangiz Yusupova is an artist born in Samarkand, Uzbekistan, currently based in New York. She earned 

a BFA degree from Fashion Institute of Technology, New York. Her works explores ideas of space and 

home, with influences as diverse as modernist architecture, Indian and Persian miniature paintings, and 

a love for observing the light. Farangiz’s paintings simultaneously emulate a realm that is familiar and 

distant where memory and associations also play an important role. Recollections of her past, images of 

her childhood home, life in Uzbekistan keep resurfacing in her recent body of work. Her paintings evoke 

a sense of familiarity through touch instead of narrative; there are no figures, only traces of human 

existence. Farangiz’s work is highly process driven where she allows her compositions to change and 

evolve on their own, responding to the properties of acrylic and oil paints alongside different mediums.  

FARANGIZ
YUSUPOVAFARANGIZ YUSUPOVA



NEIGHBOURʼS
GIFT

Farangiz chose “Neighbour’s Gift” as her “mono”. She shares, “Memory and associations are two most 

important factors in my work. Feelings of nostalgia engulf me when I look at family photographs and 

deep inside I want the paintings to elicit the same feelings by using transparent and fractured marks. The 

idea of home interests and intrigues me. I travel to my childhood house in my thoughts as it evokes the 

most vivid emotions.” 

“Seven years ago, my family and I left our home behind, packing our whole life into a few suitcases. 

When we moved, we used to crack jokes with my family, that if only we could just lift up our entire house 

like in the adventure film “Up” and bring it to New York, we would not need anything else to be happy. 

This concept is particularly perceptible in Neighbour’s Gift, a painting that is based on an old photograph 

that was acquired at my neighbour’s garage sale. The architecture in the photograph strongly resembles 

old style houses in the Central Asian region. My neighbour told me that he has travelled to Uzbekistan 

and spoke the language, despite having no cultural connection to the country. I was fascinated by such 

a wonderful serendipity. So the photograph became an important relic in the studio and served as a 

reference image for a tumultuous journey of painting Neighbour’s Gift. The light blue area in the middle 

was re-worked countless times to create a swirling vortex of memories using pools of thin paint. 

Neighbour’s Gift has changed the course of direction in my work by being closely intertwined with my 

own past. I have made paintings before that used photographs as a reference, but in this painting, it was 

more personal and autobiographical. When I showed the painting to my sister, she said that it reminded 

her of home; to me it was the ultimate compliment.” 

“Neighbour’s Gift” 52×42 inches, Oil, Acrylic and Oil Pastels on Canvas, 2021 ©Farangiz 



Lu Meng is a Beijing born artist. She has been studying Chinese Traditional painting since the 

age of four. She further graduated with a master’s degree in Multimedia from the University of 

Stirling, UK. She used to be a Documentary Director at the China Center Television. Currently, 

she is a full-time painter, photographer and promoter of therapeutic art. Lu Meng mostly works 

under the medium of acrylic paints experimenting her ideas of dreamland, animals and 

portraiture subjects in expressionist manner. She has been impacted a lot by Chinese traditional 

Buddhist wall paintings, from which she could see extremely strong and powerful romance and 

freedom. She is very interested in learning and exploring unlimited and active expressions 

inspired by Picasso, Munch, Mark and Perrotin, Hockney and Huang Yongyu.  

LU 
MENGLU MENG
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“Blue Horse”  80×80 cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 2021 ©Lu Meng 

Lu Meng chose “Blue Horse” as her “mono”. She notes, “Blue Horse is my latest work painted in my 

darkest time, which also is the milestone of my exploring in art creating. The sentence: “Blue Horse, 

please carry my dream to rush out of the impasse and reach the dreamland”, appeared in my mind which 

was then attempted to transfer on the canvas. I decided to return to fine arts in my middle age, since 

then, I have never stopped exploring the paths of my art. 2020 was my darkest time, when I sold no art 

and experienced confusion and hesitation during the lockdown. On the other hand, 2020 was also the 

year when I began my new journey, I decided to focus on my art this year and start working on the 

dreamland theme inspired by the Chinese Traditional Buddhist Wall Painting. I was stunned by the murals 

of the Northern Wei Dynasty, when I first saw it in my childhood. Now, I follow the roots of enthusiasm 

in my heart and am dedicated to learning and exploring unlimited and active expression used by my 

ancestors, which I also take it as a means to escape from the bind in real life. I hope the Blue Horse would 

carry my dream to rush out of the impasse and reach my dreamland.” 



Yukiko Nakashima is an Asian American artist who currently lives and works in New York City. 

She was born in Hiroshima, Japan and was brought to the US at age of thirteen. Her primary 

focus has been on abstraction with oil-based medium on canvas which connotes to 

psychological entanglement of being bicultural, the history of Hiroshima, and unverbalized 

personal narratives. Her paintings call to mind the energy of Abstract Expressionism. The 

ritualistic manner of Japanese calligraphy and the urgency of the visual voices of street art. 

Yukiko received a BA from The City College of New York, CUNY in 2000, and a MFA from Mason 

Gross School of the Arts, Rutgers, State University of New Jersey in 2003, after which she has 

been a part of various exhibitions both online and in-gallery space. Figurative and 

representational style has been her approach for the past 30 years of her life as an artist, but 

something internally dramatic happened during the pandemic and her works shifted to abstract 

art. Abstract art is a type of visual language that is equivocal yet universal, ambiguous but 

emotional. The gestural marks and the interplay of the colours represent complex psychological 

narrative and that was what needed to be brought out: the accumulated personal stories of 

this difficult time, so that they are not suppressed and do not fall into oblivion. 

YUKIKO
NAKASHIMAYUKIKO NAKASHIMA



SUNRISED
“Sunrised”  68×48 inches, Oil on Canvas, 2021 ©Yukiko 

Yukiko chose “Sunrised” as her “mono”. She shares, “My abstract painting is an analysis of memories and 

psychological states that are commonly shared across human experiences. The work “Sunrised” is a 

diptych painting that speaks of a personal narrative in an opened-book format. The concept derives from 

the antithesis of feelings towards a new day: the hope and the anguish. The visceral brush strokes 

connote to the joy and liveliness, and the dark blue and black marks punctuate to cancel such ambience. 

The gestural language is playful and elusive, but it is also violent and harsh.” 

“This particular work titled “Sunrised” was a turning point in terms of techniques  and overall aesthetic 

effect – the colours connote to the sunrise itself but with more complex movements of brush strokes to 

reflect on the personal feelings towards a scene of a new beginning. This painting was created in April 

of this year, just around when the vaccination for COVID 19 became more widely available, giving us 

hope for the new day. At the same time, it is also true that not everyone wishes for a new day, and such 

hidden denial is captured by the darker black marks spread across the canvas. There is always a moment 

for an artist (although it may not be often) that a work leads the creator for the next step or mark, and 

those things start to happen rather spontaneously on the surface of a canvas. This was such piece and it 

gave me a very positive feeling towards studio practice that had to be halted due to the limited access 

to my studio. I feel that I have started a new phase in my practice with the mixed feelings of pure joy and 

still remaining stubborn anxiety.” 



Kateryna Bortsova is a painter and graphic artist. In her works, Kateryna focuses on themes of the female 

body, modern consumption society and reflects her view on the modern-fake reality. One of the main 

thesis of her project is that in the modern world not everything is what we think, many things have 

different meanings; and sometimes it is difficult to understand the true essence of things today. Kateryna 

thinks that art means confrontation between life and aesthetics and it is a hard struggle for both of them. 

She believes that keeping up with ephemera fashion shall not serve as a factor of art work modernity. A 

statement that humans shall study and develop oneself for a whole life impresses her very much. She 

considers that a talented person is obliged to find out something new throughout their life, to reach new 

more tops. If it ceases to develop oneself it will have nothing more to say to the audience by means of 

its works. 

KATERYNA
BORTSOVAKATERYNA BORTSOVA



Kateryna chose “Dance of Life” as her “mono”. She says, “This work was made during the time I spent at 

one of the Canarias Islands. This Island is situated far from touristic places. So I made this work being in 

double self-isolation – one – official quarantine; second – geographical and social distance. In this work 

I displayed allegory to our life; her cyclic recurrence.” 
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“Dance of Life”  250×150 cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 2020 ©Kateryna 



Fazar Roma is an artist from Bandung, Indonesia. He pursued academic degree in the College of Fine 

Arts and Design to further learn about techniques of art, practices of materials and knowledge of 

understanding paper work and canvas, studying various mediums of colours and many more. In terms 

of professional practice, he enjoys using technical artforms such as surrealism, cartoony, lowbrow, 

symbolism and semi-realistic techniques in his paintings. He is now a freelance painter and pursuing a 

career as a full-time artist.  
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A NEW BEAT
FROM A DEAD

HEART
Fazar Roma chose “A New Beat from a Dead Heart” as his “mono”. He says, “replanting seeds from 

scratch, to make one of the many things in nature that have been left behind in urban communities, such 

as destruction, logging, deforestation, replanting is not an easy matter to start with, because of the land 

and area. By starting to replant various kinds of trees, they can be a bit of a help to the surrounding air 

even though there will be a little change in the climate experience at present, it will always change, 

because this nature will continue to change, depending on what is becoming, a selection.” 

 

“A New Beat from a Dead Heart”  21.8×14.5 cm, Watercolour on Paper, 2019 ©Fazar Roma 



Barbara Schneider is a designer, illustrator and multi-disciplinary visual artist based in Germany 

who carries great passion for toys, children literature, fashion, textiles, printmaking and 

photography. Some of the themes of her works include planet re-design, childhood and 

discussion of humanity, our modern life, and our world culture. 

 

BARBARA 
SCHNEIDERBARBARA SCHNEIDER



Barbara chose “Born Free or Happily Ever After” as her “mono”. She shares, “The environment/climate 

change and children´s rights are currently discussed more deeply worldwide, but LOVE, PEACE, and the 

right to PLAY are also still very important for children and a fulfilling future. Born Free or happily Ever 

After - illustrates the rights and desires of every child like the right to love, education, art and (pursuit of) 

happiness, play, and healthy life, special care and protection and emphasize the necessity to live 

peacefully forever. It is a call for a peaceful, healthy and happy future!” 

BORN
FREE

“Born Free or Happily Ever After”  19.5×14.5 cm,  

Mixed-Media, Photo-Etching, Intaglio on Paper, 2010 ©Barbara 



Helen Bennett has been an artist since childhood and is never happier than when she’s creating pictures 

or sculptures.  She studied Art A level and specialised in Art for her BA(QTS) Hons degree, graduating 

from the University of Warwick in 1995.  Helen works mostly with traditional 2D media, and has always 

had a fascination for the human face in all its beauty and variety. Whilst she has focused largely on 

portrait work over the years, she also loves spending time in the great outdoors - in the British Isles and 

further afield - and taking inspiration from the natural and human world for landscape projects. 

Having left full-time teaching recently, Helen has been able to devote more time to her art with the aim 

of making it her sole career.  She is thrilled by her progress and by the diversity of her work over the last 

twelve months and is excited to be doing what she loves the most.  Her style is realistic; she likes to 

create pieces that mean something - that evoke memories or portray special people and places. Helen 

works with graphite and coloured pencil, charcoal, paper-crafting, pastels, pen, acrylic paint and mixed 

media. 

HELEN
BENNETTHELEN BENNETT



Helen chose “Angel Tears” as her “mono”. She shares, “After leaving full time teaching last year, I’ve been 

working very hard at expanding my repertoire and portfolio. During this year’s lockdown, I decided to 

do something in the fantasy genre – the genre I would most love to work within. “Angel Tears” represents 

my ideas on feelings of isolation, frustration and wasted opportunities that many of us have felt during 

the pandemic.  I recently discovered the painting “Fallen Angel” by Alexandre Cabanel which features in 

an important scene in the second book by my emerging author friend, Richard Shoptaw. I find the links 

between the biblical Lucifer and literary/popular culture characters to be very interesting.  I have an 

amateur interest in psychology and a fascination in the nature/nurture argument.  What circumstances 

might cause a person to go “off the rails”; to turn to toxic or destructive behaviour – even to pure evil? I 

hoped to capture these ideas and emotions with intensity, colour and good composition.  This is a very 

important picture to me, having harboured ambitions to illustrate fantasy books all my life.  “Angel Tears” 

was created using all of the above, plus a wooden mannequin, stock and personal photographs, obliging 

family members and several preparatory sketches.” ANGEL
TEARS

“Angel Tears” 20×16 inches, Acrylic on Canvas, 2021 ©Helen 



Carina Chang is a first-generation Chinese American painter based in New York. Her parents immigrated 

from Hong Kong and the Dominican Republic, and she was raised between the USA and Hong Kong. 

Her work examines the dysphoria around her cultural identity and self-identity. The paintings question 

memory to understand generational trauma. She confronts the unreliable narrator and challenges 

figuration in a Western world by representing her body. She graduated in 2016 at Rutgers University in 

New Brunswick, New Jersey.  

CARINA
CHANGCARINA CHANG



WAITING

“Waiting” 16×12 inches, Oil on Canvas, 2021 ©Carina 

Carina chose “Waiting” as her “mono”.  She says, “This piece was made when I was spending my summers 

in Taiwan. It depicts my grandfather who is saying goodbye to us as we returned to the States. The 

thought of returning to a familiar face was always comforting. With time and distance, the memories of 

my grandfather have been blurred. This work is the “one” for me because it speaks about relationship 

with my family in Taiwan. The waiting, whether it be waiting for someone’s return or waiting for change, 

is painful. It reminds me that family relationships are fragile, and memories are nostalgic. This piece is 

also the “one” because it was one of the first oil paintings that I had ever made. It was reworked a couple 

of times during my career to its current stage. It serves as a reminder that art is a process, and it is our 

role as the creator to trust the process.” 



After painting attempts in his youth, Thomas Christians at the age of 26, sees pictures of Frida Kahlo in 

a monograph. Her pain is not foreign to him. Also pictures of the young Marc Chagall and later artists 

of the New York School impress him very much. At a visit to his mother, he finds in the basement, colors 

that belonged to  his father, who died early. Now it is driving him to become painfully active again. He 

tries to express his feelings with color and form. Although, more in abstract painting settled, a 

correspondence of the elements, a narrative point of view, is important to him right from the start. 

Thomas grew up in Magdeburg and lived for many years in the Dresden-Bautzen-Görlitz area. In 2009 

he moved to Markkleeberg near Leipzig. Leipzig influenced him. The style of his work became more 

consistent, graphic, color-emptier, reduced. Figurative elements emerge  more clearly.  

Recently, more color and a somewhat quieter rhythm enters his work. Thomas Christians tries to be within 

himself while painting. He is pleased when viewers find surprising interpretations to his pictures, are 

emotionally touched. A successful picture for Thomas is when a correspondence with the painting 

ground, the color and the working tools developed at the breaking point of a “lost boy“. Frequently, his 

works are on personal relationship braids they are embedded in a historical or literary context or he deals 

with current political themes. Transitions and boundaries are fluent here. 

 

THOMAS
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Thomas chose “Lost II” as his “mono”. He shares, “In 2015, I was really not doing that well, so I decided 

to go to a hospital. At first I couldn't even think of art. When I started to feel a little better and there were 

creative offers. So, I tried oil pastel for the first time. Dreadful. I felt absolutely no relation to paper or the 

drawing medium. Sometime later, the doctors told me that I could draw on an empty patient floor, which 

I gladly accepted. I started working more and more on this series. When it became clearer, I set the 

technical framework. A pen and a movement. This is how my first series with oil pastel came about, from 

which I would like to show sheet 2. When I look at this work today, it reminds me about the time back 

then and sometimes I find new nuances. It was also the discovery of a new medium that was not actually 

intended. Even today I still like to work with oil pastel on paper and try to express what moves me. 

Perhaps, I hope this work also gives other people strength and inspiration. I would be happy.” 
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“Lost II”  56×42 cm, Oil Pastel on Paper, 2015 ©Thomas 



Gianlluca Carneiro is a Brazilian Visual Artist born in the historic city of Mariana, Minas Gerais, presently 

living in Belo Horizonte. He had his first contact with art at the age of six in a small studio in the center 

of Mariana. He holds a law degree from the Federal University of Viçosa and is an art & education student 

at the Center for Artistic and Technological Training (CEFART). Since the beginning of the pandemic, he 

has deepened his studies and artistic production, mainly, but not exclusively, in painting. There are several 

works that explore political, social and individual themes, created using various means such as acrylic 

paint, oil, oil pastels, spray and digital painting. Art emerged and continues to be his genuine form of 

expression.  

GIANLLUCA
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BLUE
HUMOUR

“Blue Humour” 80×50 cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 2021 ©Gianlluca 

Gianlluca chose “Blue Humour” as his “mono”. He shares, “this work is the one for me because it 

represents a big turning point in my life. At the beginning of 2021, when the pandemic was at its peak in 

Brazil, I found myself very lost as I had just graduated in law and did not identify with the profession at 

all. During the period of isolation, I took up on painting again and started painting every day. I remember 

I was having a bad week and I started to paint this work. By the end of it, my anxieties were gone and I 

knew the path I wanted to take. In addition, over these months she was always chosen for virtual and 

collective exhibitions and even as a finalist in my first art fair (Doncaster Art Fair). Maybe it's not my most 

technical painting, but it's definitely the most representative of my art and who I am. It addresses a very 

strong aspect of my paintings, which is very influenced by our feelings, anxieties and weaknesses.” 



Victoria Duryagina was born in Russia. In 2008 she moved to the Czech Republic, where she graduated 

from the university with an IT degree. In her works, she explores the topic of escapism and virtual reality 

through the prism of psychological instability. To create her works, she combines traditional techniques 

with digital elements, which allows her to stay on the edge of the real and virtual world. In these, she 

sees an opportunity for going beyond the boundaries of the system.  

The problem of escapism is usually a consequence of not fully accepting oneself. Trying to escape from 

reality, we hope to find a soulmate. Someone who would understand us without words. But finding a 

soulmate is not easy. And many people never meet them in their lives. In fact, everyone can become a 

soulmate for themselves, all you need to do is look in the mirror. You are the one in front of which you 

cannot be ashamed of. The one who can pull you out of depression and make you dance. The one who 

gives you hope. Your soulmate is the best part of you. Victoria wants to show that any positive changes 

in reality are possible with awareness and acceptance of the true self. 

VICTORIA
DURYAGINAVICTORIA DURYAGINA



Victoria chose “Mono” as her “mono”. She shares, “I painted this painting with a feeling of inner transition 

to my new self. Going through a pandemic crisis, I repeatedly had thoughts about what I would want to 

do right now if it was the last day. I wish I could love myself more. The Moon has always been my 

soulmate. In dialogue with it, I feel most free and real. Society always likes more extroverted, energetic 

people. It seems much easier for extroverts to achieve success in life.  And moon-like people, calm and 

invisible, remain always in the shadows. I used to have a hard time accepting this side of me, I always 

wanted to be something that I am not. I promise to try to love myself more. After all, even though the 

sun brightens everything around, the moon can reflect sunlight even in the darkest night.” 
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“Mono” 80×110 cm, Oil on Canvas, 2021 ©Victoria 



Oxana Kovalchuk is an artist from Kazakhstan, currently living and working in New Jersey. She received 

her BA in Psychology and Economics from Omsk State University in Russia. She completed her MFA in 

Fine Arts from the School of Visual Arts in New York in 2019. Kovalchuk’s artistic process is an exploration 

of her overlapping experiences as a woman, immigrant, mother, and as an artist. Her mixed-media 

collages use a combination of sourced and invented imagery to establish new hybrid worlds.  
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MOVING THE
WALLS APART

Oxana chose “Moving the Walls Apart” as her “mono”. She shares, “I decided to submit my collage 

Moving the Walls Apart from “The Kingdom of Crooked Mirrors” series. In this series I create new, hybrid 

spaces that transform the meaning of familiar imagery. I bend the rules of geometry to create distorted 

perspectives and new realities. This way, I destroy existing societal structures to create my own system 

of rules. This series is about how much can be achieved in life if there is that desire. I chose Moving the 

Walls Apart as I believe that it perfectly reflects the idea that everything is possible. This collage is very 

concise. I move boundaries apart in it – in the straightforward meaning, twirling the whole space into the 

central point.” 

“In this mixed media collage I used cardboard as a base, which I cover in a variety of media, including 

gouache, pastels, and decorative paper. I added a layer of recognizable images from magazines and 

other sources, including cut-outs of bodies or body parts, and domestic objects like vases and sofas. 

When I place the original images in my new space, their meaning can change completely. The same 

body might represent strength in one context, but fear in another, depending on my placement.” 

“Moving the Walls Apart” 20×16 inches,  

Acrylic, Decorative Paper, Printed Images on Cardboard, 2020 ©Oxana 
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Sascha Chestopalove was born in Podolsk, Russia. Sascha has been actively painting since the year 2015, 

also received educational experience from the Moscow Art & Promotional Institute – MHPI in Graphic 

Design. In 2017, Sascha left Russian and travelled to many parts of Europe living in Rome, Belgrade, 

Milano, Nice and Barcelona. 



LE CHERCHER

“Le Chercher” A2 Paper, Pastel on Paper, 2019 ©Sascha 

Sascha chose “Le Chercher” as his “mono”. He shares,  

“In the center of the story can be seen a rushing man.  

He is looking for a path, a path to mystical goal.  

He is tired of incessant twisting pedals-Maybe to get a stop?  

And disappears in the sea of calmness ?  

But no... Some strange spirit, inside him, knows his weakness...  

His energy is infinite and inexhaustible.  

It gives a person strength, to continues go forward, with a double power.” 
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